
 

ENABLE 3D  

Less Waste. More Innovation. 

Based on the concept of co-production ENABLE 3D develops and markets storage and accessory 

products for tool brands for additive manufacturing. All products are designed to be printed on a 3D 

printer at the end-user. This disruption in the value chain aims to reduce transport and waste while 

involving the consumer deeper in the product life cycle. Like this ENABLE 3D is to digitize the DIY 

industry in a sustainable manner.  

In collaboration with tool brand WIESEMANN 1893 the customers are able to choose from around 

100 specifically designed storage solutions. According to the concept of co-production, customers are 

involved in the production process. Supplied accessories have been eliminated, thus shifting the 

value chain. As a result, users receive more individualized products, which would be impossible 

through traditional manufacturing. Since summer 2020 ENABLE 3D already achieved over 20,000 

downloads of the designs.  

In February 2021, ENABLE 3D has launched the Community Printing Service. It is intended for 

customers who do not have their own 3D printer at home. A community member will print out the 

selected holder for them at home at a reasonable price and send it to the end customer by mail. 

On May 18, ENABLE 3D was honored with the German Innovation Award in Gold by the German 

Design Council. With this prize, which is awarded annually, the renowned institution recognizes 

meaningful product innovations that are, on the one hand, forward-looking, but also increasingly 

distinguish themselves through user-centered development and thus make our daily lives better and 

easier.  

The jury’s statement: “WIESEMANN has taken the first step from being a hardware to design-first 

company with ENABLE 3D. The option for do-it-yourselfers and craftsmen to print out additive 

products themselves on their printer at home not only avoids trips but also saves resources. On top 

of this, users are actively integrated into the production and development process, which reinforces 

the customer relationship. A timely offer that rethinks the added value chain and holds out the 

promise of great benefits. In addition, this solution opens up many interesting future opportunities.” 

Since October 2021 ENABLE 3D has been on YouTube. In short, entertaining video clips, founder and 

CEO Manuel Siskowski gives an insight into the project and the new way of storing tools, which is 

intended to compete with the popular French Cleat System. He explains where the 3D files can be 



 

found for download and how the process works so that interested parties can print out the products 

at home. 

In December 2021 ENABLE 3D announced the membership of the ACAM (Aachen Center for Additive 

Manufacturing) community. As a cooperation partner at ACAM, ENABLE 3D aims to benefit from the 

AM network and dive deeper into the world of additive manufacturing. ENABLE 3D will get broad 

access to the AM community by ACAM and will be involved in promising projects. This will increase the 

visibility of ENABLE 3D in the world of additive manufacturing and help ENABLE 3D advance even 

further. Future collaboration plans include the development of white papers as well as joint research 

on future business models. 

“We are excited to be joining forces with ENABLE 3D. The company shows a truly unique way, how 

additive manufacturing supports a brand strategy. Their approach to AM will spark new ideas in our 

community. Enable 3D’s place within our community will help broaden their possibilities with AM and 

create new exciting innovation. We are looking forward to walk their path of AM with them,” explains 

Gerret Lukas, Director Projects at ACAM. 

 

 


